“We will live to see a time when we no longer have to look over our shoulder like a criminal when we say: two and two makes four.”

Bertolt Brecht, “Life of Galilee”
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Important documentation
Only once in the history of mankind is the discovery being made that will lead to the natural control of cancer.

This book documents this discovery.

A breakthrough of this nature leads the pioneering scientists on a path from the discovery of the underlying cellular mechanisms to the confirmation of new therapeutic approaches at the level of basic research and ultimately to the clinical proof in patients suffering from cancer.

This book is the report of the pioneering scientists.

One author, Dr. Matthias Rath, was privileged to contribute the discovery of new natural ways to control cancer. Dr. Aleksandra Niedzwiecki coordinated the scientific proof of this medical breakthrough.

‘Victory Over Cancer’ is not an achievement that is given to us, the people, voluntarily. Mankind has to earn the right to live in a world without fear of cancer. The battle for that fundamental right to become reality is being fought once.

This time is now.

Significantly, for mankind to achieve ‘Victory Over Cancer’ it was not necessary to invent new, hi-tech approaches to control this disease. The decisive breakthrough towards the effective prevention, control and ultimately the elimination of cancer is based on our new understanding of the critical role of micronutrients.
The fact that the essential role of micronutrients in controlling cancer thus far has not been understood – let alone applied towards the control of the cancer epidemic – is no coincidence. It has been deliberately neglected and withheld in the interest of the pharmaceutical investment business.

Diseases in general have been exploited by the pharmaceutical business interests as markets for their patented drugs. In cancer an additional, particularly appalling, aspect deserves consideration. The diagnosis ‘cancer’ has been kept as a ‘death verdict’ in the perception of people. That was not a coincidence. This fear of death made millions of cancer patients accept literally any procedure – as questionable as it may be – including highly toxic chemotherapy.

This report will end this fallacy and, thereby, help to liberate mankind from the fateful dependency upon the pharmaceutical ‘business with disease’.

The victory over cancer ranks among the great advances in medicine. One hundred and fifty years ago Louis Pasteur discovered that microorganisms are the cause of infectious diseases and thereby paved the way for the control of many epidemics that had haunted mankind for millennia. It was more than a quarter century later that his theories were finally accepted.

As the philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer already noted: “Every truth passes through three stages before it is recognised. In the first it is ridiculed, in the second it is opposed, in the third it is regarded as self-evident.”

The key discoveries towards ‘Victory over Cancer’ were made already two decades ago. Our efforts at that time to convince large pharmaceutical companies to commit to the elimination of cancer were futile. In retrospect, this was no surprise: This discovery threatened their multi-billion dollar market with chemotherapy drugs.

However, we did not give up, but it took us about one decade to start our own research institute in California and to launch a comprehensive cancer research project in 1999.

By the end of 2001 we had obtained the first research confirmation that key steps of the cancer disease can be controlled naturally. We decided to share this life-saving information with the world. On March 8, 2002, we announced this medical breakthrough on a full page in USA Today – the world’s largest newspaper.
The significance of this breakthrough for human health can perhaps best be judged from the fierce reactions by the status quo. Over the past ten years the pharmaceutical lobby filed more than 100 legal attacks against this breakthrough, to no avail. The publication of this book now documents that we are right.

This book will empower millions of people to take actions toward ending the devastating dependency upon the economic interests who have been putting profits over life for an entire century.

This book will break mankind’s psychological dependency on the ‘investment business with the cancer epidemic’. It will inspire similar breakthroughs in the fight against other diseases and contribute to a new, independent, global health care in the interest of billions of people living today and of future generations.

Santa Clara, California,
Autumn 2011

Matthias Rath and Aleksandra Niedzwiecki
Do Stars Shine in Red?

‘Science as Art’ is an idea by August Kowalczyk.

‘Do Stars Shine in Red’ is a microscopic picture of cervical cancer cells undergoing natural death (suicide).

The picture was taken at the Dr. Rath Research Institute.